
 

This enzyme enabled life to conquer a hostile
earth
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Betül Kacar in her lab. Credit: Betül Kacar

Computers are simulating the ancestral versions of the most common
protein on Earth, giving scientists an unparalleled look at early life's
development of harnessing energy from the Sun and production of
oxygen.
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These findings could shed light on the evolution of alien life elsewhere
in the Universe, researchers said. They recently detailed their findings in
the online version of the journal Geobiology.

Photosynthesis, which uses energy from sunlight to create sugars and
other carbon-based organic molecules from carbon dioxide gas, has
played a major role in Earth's history. Photosynthesis supports the
existence of plants and other photosynthetic organisms across Earth's
lands and seas, which in turn sustains complex webs of animal and other
life. It also generates the oxygen gas that has chemically altered the face
of the planet.

Although oxygen currently makes up about a fifth of the Earth's
atmosphere, very early in the planet's history, oxygen was rare. "Our
planet has, for much of its history, resembled an altogether alien place,"
said Betül Kacar, an evolutionary biologist and astrobiologist at Harvard
University.

The first time the element suffused Earth's atmosphere to a great extent
was about 2.5 billion years ago in what is called the Great Oxidation
Event. Prior research suggests this jump in oxygen levels was almost
certainly due to cyanobacteria—microbes that, like plants,
photosynthesize and produce oxygen.

Studying how life evolved in the alien conditions of Earth's deep past
may shed light on "conditions that may more closely align with the
temperature or atmospheric compositions of a wide variety of planets
outside our Solar System," Kacar said. In other words, research into early
life on Earth could help us understand possible alien life on distant
exoplanets.

The first major step of photosynthesis is triggered by an enzyme known
as Rubisco. Previous research suggested that Rubisco is likely the most
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abundant protein on Earth.

  
 

  

Scientists preset a model of ancestral Rubisco, where sequences have greatly
varied across time but the corresponding structures have remained relatively
conserved. The sequences varied in functionally important, oxygen sensitive
regions, highlighted in green and blue in the figure, between the ancestors of
Group I/III and Group I of the Rubisco family. Credit: Betül Kacar

"Rubisco's job is to take in carbon dioxide from the environment so that
it can be turned into biological matter," Kacar said.

Many versions of Rubisco exists across a broad range of organisms,
from plants to bacteria. Much remains uncertain about when Rubisco
evolved and how it diversified over time because of the meager fossil
record of early life on Earth. Learning more about the evolution of
Rubisco could shed light on what early photosynthesis was like and what
changes it wrought on Earth. Such findings could yield insights into what
effects alien versions of photosynthesis might have on distant planets.
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To figure out the Rubisco family tree, Kacar and her colleagues used
computer models to analyze the molecular structures of different
versions of Rubisco. Comparing and contrasting different versions of
Rubisco can shed light on how closely or distantly related all these
proteins may be to each other.

This work helped the scientists deduce the possible structures of ancient
members of the Rubisco family tree. The scientists next resurrected
these ancestral proteins on the computer to see how these structures
might have once behaved.

There are four major groups, or forms of Rubisco and Rubisco-like
proteins. The scientists focused on so-called Form I and Form III groups.
Form I proteins are associated with oxia, or oxygen-loaded air, and
include the forms of Rubisco that are dominant today. Form III enzymes
are associated with anoxia, or a lack of oxygen, and previous research
suggested they may be the ancestors of all the other Rubisco groups.

The new findings suggest that Rubisco apparently underwent a great deal
of change during the divergence between Form I and Form III types of
Rubisco. This suggests that oxygen, which was poisonous to early life on
Earth, spurred these changes.Specifically, the researchers suggest that
some forms of Rubisco adapted to the presence of the oxygen it
indirectly helped to generate. These forms of Rubisco developed in
order to not mistake oxygen for carbon dioxide.

"Carbon dioxide and oxygen are about the same size and have similar
chemical characteristics, so Rubisco can confuse the two molecules,"
Kacar said. "When Rubisco takes in oxygen instead of carbon dioxide, it
is not possible to make biomass because there is no carbon in oxygen."

Ultimately, the researchers want to create microbes that possess ancestral
versions of Rubisco. They can then compare the chemical traits of such
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microbes to the chemical compositions of ancient rocks to learn more
about what events might have occurred in the early Earth, Kacar said.

  More information: B. Kacar et al. Constraining the timing of the
Great Oxidation Event within the Rubisco phylogenetic tree, Geobiology
(2017). DOI: 10.1111/gbi.12243

This story is republished courtesy of NASA's Astrobiology Magazine.
Explore the Earth and beyond at www.astrobio.net .
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